All Our Own Work
Imagine if you will, how these words (this text
which has been authored by LOW PROFILE) that
you are reading now have been formed. Consider
the process of jointly deciding how to approach
writing this piece, agreeing content, propositions
or structure and working out which words will
articulate most accurately the ideas that swirl in
our heads. We are two people, sitting beside each
other, deciding on each line, working out the ideas,
the strands, the lines of enquiry. We are also two
people who sit at separate desks, starting at different
arbitrary points, trying to get words on paper. The
same people who then begin a process of swapping,
re-writing and re-editing until it makes some kind
of sense, until it says what we want it to and until
it is very hard to decipher whose words are whose.
We talk as much as we write - discussing, trying
to understand and making new discoveries as the
work takes shape. This process takes patience, trust,
energy and time.
Our particular collaboration as LOW
PROFILE is built on the foundations of shared
experiences, shared histories and friendship. As
a result of working so closely and so intimately,
together with and alongside each other, for a
sustained period of time (9 of the 12 years of our
friendship), we have developed a language of
shorthand, quick reference points, inside jokes,
knowing glances, coded phrases and subtle
exchanges. Sometimes we finish each other’s
sentences.
Over the years, we have developed a
shared vocabulary (serendipitously) formed by
the discourse that weaves in and around our
friendship and our practice. This vocabulary
(linguistic, aesthetic or otherwise) incorporates
our shared concerns, the ground rules for how our
work operates, the mottos we try to adhere to, the
contexts we wish to work in and the words we use to
explain, describe and analyse our work. It also runs
in parallel with an ever-growing, honed collection
of agreed/sanctioned material (and ways to employ
this material) that allows us to make and show
work together. As artists, we (LOW PROFILE) are
purposeful magpies. We actively seek out and collect
material from our lived experience and the world at
large, always on the lookout for things to sample,
steal and rework, as the fabric of our art practice.
We store and share a vast ‘bank’ of texts, formats,
aesthetic details and devices, pulled from the world
to later be embedded somehow into our work
(by various processes of editing, transformation,
reframing, reformatting, being ‘made use of ’, or
otherwise drawing attention to).
This methodology of ‘active sampling’
has been
refined
and enhanced through
the simultaneous development of our shared
vocabulary and a specific set of concerns that
surround our practice, centralising around an
ongoing investigation into notions of preparedness.
Like any artist who invests time in understanding,
questioning and actively selecting the raw materials
(art materials) that they work with, we carefully
scrutinise, test, analyse and experiment with the
‘cultural material’ that we work with so as to gain
a fuller understanding of its qualities, what it can
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be used for and how it might react in different
conditions and/or circumstances.
We take great care in how we handle our
raw materials, considering all possible associations
that this material already holds, as well as those that
we can allude to through our specific treatment of
the material. Isolating often commonly recognisable
source material from the world and re-presenting/
re-formulating/re-framing it draws attention to the
material’s history (its status as some ‘thing’ preexisting), currency (the fact or quality of being
generally accepted or in use) and its multiple
denotations and connotations. In this way, we
are reclaiming things that would otherwise be
overlooked or forgotten about, as well as things that
are over used, over familiar and over played.
In whatever way we treat the material (reformatting, re-framing, re-working, re-wording, representing) it is important that the material can still
be identified as something pre-existent.
It is made evident that we are not attempting
to plagiarise or pass this raw material off as ‘our own
work’ (although we are purposefully inconsistent
in referencing and directly crediting our sources).
We take steps to ensure that this material cannot be
misunderstood as something new, it must always
remain recognisable, as its potency relies and
depends on recognition and the audiences potential
to see that this is something that has been extracted
from the world1.
The testing out and analysis of the raw
materials (the process of bringing ‘this stuff ’ into
the studio and working with it) happens through
conversation (spoken and written) and a continuous
process of checking-in with the other, that allows
us to jointly sanction and approve what is ‘picked’,
worked with and made public. As part of this
process (and to make the process more efficient),
we develop shorthand to describe or allude to the
specific characteristics of material (in terms of
both form and content) that we are drawn to. This
process of ‘naming’ the material is part of building
and maintaining a set of mutual reference points –
both a symptom and method of the continuous
1

For example, while making one part of the performance 3 Short
Essays On The 3 Fictional Characters That American’s Would Most Like By
Their Side In A Situation Of Emergency, LOW PROFILE compiled all of
the screams that Indiana Jones makes in the first two films in which the
character appears. Hannah stands to the left of a mic stand wearing an
imitation fedora hat. Rachel (who stands next to her) holds a dictaphone
up to the microphone and plays the screams one by one into the mic. After
each scream has been played, Hannah steps up to the mic and attempts to
replicate the scream to the best of her ability.
Indiana Jones is a well-known fictional character (who features
in a series of films directed by Steven Spielberg). The archaeologist-comeaction-hero is known for his dry humour, fear of snakes, whip and brown
fedora hat. For us, refering to Indiana Jones during this element of the threepart performance tells a story about the fragility of all human beings (whether
they are action heros or not). Simultaneously, we imagine how ‘learning’ the
screams off by heart might act as a ‘useful’ training, for emergency situations.

that we have access to and come in contact with on
a daily basis, the things that we are aware of and can
experience easily and freely.
When Bob Whalley and Lee Miller (who
prompted us to write this text) made comments on
an early draft of this essay, they were intrigued by
the ways in which we move from talking about (or
making reference to) high-cultural products and
low/popular culture reference points with ‘ease’ in
our work, our writing and our conversations. In
our minds, in our shared discourse and in our codeveloped values there is no such rigid separation
or hierarchy. For us, there genuinely is not the
distinction between ‘high’ and ‘low’, between worthy
and undeserving of attention. We are, of course,
aware that cultural products are read by others (and
by society at large) through these lenses of ‘high’
and ‘low’ and are placed by consensus somewhere
on this continuum. We have the ability to read these

TV shows, film characters, books, the role of the prompt in a theatre, the shape of Smith&Jones on stage, facts
about swans, Ant & Dec, pub etiquette, sporting team pep talks, the pre-match entrances of darts players, a
collection of all of Indiana Jones’ screams, TV adverts, Tommy Cooper, learning and reciting lines by heart,
Gilbert & George, emergency drills, survival advice, break up songs, top 10’s, the phrase ‘just in case’, lonely
hearts columns, MacGyver, Lone Twin, Hunt & Darton, the shifting between reality and fiction in the film ‘Le
Donk and Scor-zey-zee’, the final dialogue spoken between Kate and Leo in the film Titanic, Cupola Bobber,
the dance routine to the pop song ‘Let’s Get Ready To Rhumble’, a list of love songs, Morecombe and Wise lying
in bed together, the TV game show Wipeout, lost cat/dog posters, the finish line of a marathon race, packed
lunches, the brick from the bottom of the pool lifesaving test, tin can radios, boxing match round girls, Bob
Monkhouse, gallery comments books, survival gear, the brace brace position, instructions on how to fill gaps,
name tags sewn into clothes, all of the Die Hard films, dotted lines with scissor diagrams, telephone boxes,
messages left on answering machines, John McClane, lifeguards, the task of writing lines on a blackboard,
football chants, break up lines, school sports days, Search Party, the film Cool Runnings, Adam & Joe, brownie
badges, the Phil Collins song title ‘Against All Odds’, competition entrant forms, loud hailers, the theme tune
from Cheers, Bob & Lee, Kendal mint cake, rosettes, the song lyric ‘God Only Knows What I’d Be Without You’, The
Book of Survival, instructions for list making, disaster boxes, double acts, buzzers, Ray Mears, Ben & Holly,
the opening verse of the song ‘Road To Nowhere’, hip flasks, mottos, clipboards, people counters, club member
cards, chalk, rubber bricks, Gary carrying Gregg across the river, a three legged race, lists, gaffer tape,
Action Hero, masters of ceremony, faux pas, pub crawls, the Erasure song ‘A Little Respect’, bad jokes, bad
dance moves, maths GCSEs, first kisses, photocopiers, KitKats, alarm clocks, IKEA stools, paper, masking tape,
walkie-talkies, betting odds, Wikipedia, the 180 degree rule, learningtoloveyoumore.com, surveys, badges,
seesaws, piggy backs, tandems, Post It Notes, dry runs, Ant & Dec performing the PJ & Duncan pop song ‘Let’s
Get Ready To Rhumble’ as adults on their last ever show hosting SMTV live, corpsing, the bit of dialogue in
Lethal Weapon 2 where Roger is sitting on a booby-trapped toilet, signs held up in airports, fire escapes, badge
machines, pledges, diagrams, zines, the Forced Entertainment performance Quizoola, the live presentation
of Peggy Phelan’s paper/essay ‘On Seeing the Invisible: Marina Abramovic’s The House with the Ocean View’,
sandwich boards, golf signs, the song ‘Just The Two Of Us’, emergency silver blankets, bulldog clips, conveyor
belts, the TV programme 999 with Michael Burke, the TV programme 999’s theme tune, thesaurus, overhead
projectors, true image projectors, torches, instructions for being prepared, underground car parks, Bristol
Cream sherry, the recommended daily water intake, Rosie Dennis, popcorn, email titles, fingerless gloves,
double air beds, double sleeping bags, twin rooms
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re-negotiation that goes on in our practice (in search
of mutual understanding and the creation of new
meaning). This shorthand is not about simplifying
(or making things simplistic) but rather acts as
an important way to allow for a more complex
investigation of ideas.
We are not discriminative in our approach
to where we search (or undertake our ‘magpying’)
for our raw materials. The cultural material that we
encounter, discover, share and accumulate as LOW
PROFILE is part of our individual (Hannah &
Rachel’s) particular lived experience. Therefore, the
material is also particular to the cultural products

things in these ways too, to analyse them in these
terms and to agree with, challenge or temporarily
renegotiate their position and the received wisdom
of the consensus or dominant view. However,
our way of dealing with cultural products as raw
materials doesn’t have a class system.
Our decisions to use specific things (these
artefacts, objects, words, ‘texts’ etc) are informed by
how fitting we deem them to be at the moment in
which they will be deployed – how well they can be
utilized, ‘put to work’, employed or put into service
to attempt to communicate our ideas.
Although we recognise that the material we

use will always rely on the authority of the original (its
history, currency, denotations and connotations as
something pre-existent in the world), our intention
is never to solely be nostalgic, to be ‘referential’ for
the sake of it, to be retro, ironic or kitsch. In fact,
we become annoyed with tactics that solely reward
‘knowing’ appreciation as these serve to foreground
a hierarchy of knowledge (which assumes, expects
and demands homogenous cultural knowledge and
experience).
For us (and evident in the work we make/
show), it is not important whether you have seen/
heard of MacGyver2 before. We know you might
have. We know that elements of this cultural product
have filtered into popular culture more widely,
linguistically3 or via semi-oblique references in The
Simpsons4 . But, for you, as someone encountering
the piece of work DRY RUN part 4: MacGyver’thon5
you don’t need to have seen/heard of the TV
series we use during the performance prior to that
moment.
By viewing everything and anything as
holding equal potential weight, possible usefulness,
promise or capacity, we (quite casually) refuse
established ideas of a hierarchy of knowledge
of cultural products. In this way, our ‘ease’ and
ability to dip in-and-out of the worlds of ‘high’ and
‘low’ cultural reference points (without apparent
difficulty or effort, without rigidity or discomfort)
and doing so with poise (in an elegant or graceful
way) should not come as such a surprise. We do not
expect (or demand) that those who encounter our
work will have the same knowledge or experience
of our selected cultural material as we do. Instead,
we create situations where our audience can quickly
(with ease) engage with what we are doing. We
‘show’ our audience what we are doing and why we
are doing it BY doing it - the rules of the game/task/
performance are laid bare. At the forefront of our
decision to make a work ‘public’ is the question of
how an audience will engage in, understand and
experience the work that we produce. Throughout
the process of selecting, re-formatting and reframing the cultural material we select, we carefully
consider, examine and test its value, meaning,
resonance and relevance for others.
These notions of ‘ease’ or poise may seem at
odds with the work that we make and show. In the
situations we construct for the public elements of
our practice (and the tasks we set ourselves), there is
often an element of awkwardness or perseverance/
2

MacGyver (lead character in the American TV series of the same
name, created by Lee David Zlotoff, originally running between 1985-1992)
is a laid-back, optimistic and extremely resourceful American secret agent
who favours brain over brawn – always making the most of his scientific
knowledge, the inventive use of everyday objects and his trusty Swiss-Army
knife to escape (often extraordinary) life-or-death situations. In a survey
conducted in August 2007, MacGyver out ranked Indiana Jones, John
McClane from the Die Hard films and James Bond as the fictional character
Americans would most want to be by their side in an emergency situation.
3
MacGyver/Macgyvering/McGyvered/MacGyverism - Through
the popularity (and widespread reception) of the TV show, the name
‘MacGyver’ or phrases to incorporate the name Macgyver, such as
‘Macgyvering’, have been adopted and used as terms to explain a certain
resourcefulness, creative problem solving or the use of something in an
inventive or unusual way.
4
The Simpsons is an American animated TV series, (created by
Matt Groening and aired around the world since 1989, becoming the longest
running American prime time scripted TV series) which has mass popularity
and a family friendly appeal. The programme frequently references popular
culture by depicting famous bands/musicians, politicians as well as other
fictional TV characters, including MacGyver. MacGyver becomes a reoccurring reference in the series, used by spinster sisters Patty and Selma as
a generic heart-throb/idealised ‘man’.
5
In DRY RUN part 4: MacGyver’thon, we (LOW PROFILE) embark
on an 18 hour MacGyver marathon where we watch an entire series of the hit
80’s TV show MacGyver, back-to-back, in front of an audience. As we watch,
we attempt to catalogue ‘useful information’ including the countless rolls
under a door, ways of escaping burning buildings, ways of fooling the guard,
disarming the alarm system and essentially numerous ways to save the day.
We deliberately do not view any of the TV show in advance of presenting the
work to an audience, so that we are watching the footage for the first time
together. We present/perform each series in chronological order and do not
repeat series/performances that we have already presented.

perspiration (of graft/hard-work/doing things in
clumsy ways/going about things in the ‘wrong’
way or in ways that might appear ridiculous or
excessive). We make conspicuous choices to
use lo-tech (employing less advanced, relatively
unsophisticated or semi-redundant technology)
and lo-fi (a more raw, lower quality finish or surface
appearance) approaches and aesthetics over those
that may appear to be more refined or slick.
Working as a ‘two’ (a collaborative duo)
poses a challenge to the norm of solo artistic practice
(where artworks have one author) that facilitates easy
commercial exchange and the continuation of the
myth of artist-as-solo-genius (virtuoso). The move
towards a first person plural, this ‘we’ (as employed
by LOW PROFILE), may also necessitate a shift in
attitude and allow for a different thematic focus for
the work produced. Assuming the position of a ‘we’
might signal a practice that is less concerned with
the ‘me, me, me’ of late-capitalist consumption and
more about exploring the notion of what ‘us’ might
mean - the complexities of many different types of
human relationships, the pitfalls of communication
with ‘an’ other, the ties that bind us, and about how
self-sufficiency might not be about isolation or
individualism.
The notion of authorship becomes willfully
confused in the work, not just because there are two
of us, but also because of the ‘massive cast’ of LOW
PROFILE that we draw into our work through the
shorthand references we make to cultural products
authored by others, each of which is steeped in (and
exudes) its own cultural capital. We are involved
in setting up situations (in which elements of our
practice are made public) where we assume the
position of nonvirtuoso - choosing not to reinforce
a divide between artist and audience in terms
of hierarchy (a gap to be filled or a ground to be
made up), but instead reinforcing an equality of
intelligences6. In the work that we make/show, the
recognition (the action or process of recognizing,
or identifying elements from previous personal
encounters or knowledge) that goes on in the
mind of an audience member is not reliant on (or
rewarded by) ‘getting’ the references or allusions we
are making. The sources (the individual logoshperes
of both artist and audience member) are clearly
not ‘owned’ by us (as LOW PROFILE) but are
instead drawn from the world at large. They are
common, both in the sense of being familiar (often
encountered or experienced) and in the sense that
they are shared by, coming from, or done by more
than one person/place/locus. In our work, these
sources are presented without much decoration
or ornamentation and have the potential to be
recognized with ‘ease’, but are not simple. Rather,
they are compound – composed of more than one
element and full of accumulated connotations,
making it bewilderingly complex to identify a true
locus of origin. In this way, our practice poses
further challenges to the (comparatively) simple
situation of identifiable authorship that facilitates
easy commercial exchange and consumption by an
audience.
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For further discussion of the term “equality of intelligences” see
Rancière, Jacques (2007) ‘The Emancipated Spectator’ Artforum
International, March 2007, pp 271 – 280 and Dobbs, Rachel (2010) Untidy,
Unwieldy, Unphotogenic: the nonvirtuoso artist and non-spectacular (live)
artworks, MA Thesis, Dartington: Contemporary Arts Practice and
Dissemination, University College Falmouth incorporating Dartington
College of Arts [online] Available at: http://rachel.we-are-low-profile.com

